
Opportunities to demonstrate our Curriculum Drivers in Year 3 Autumn 2023 

 

Whole School Opportunities 

Love of language Deep Knowledge and              
Understanding of the World 

Opportunities to Experience 

Promoting rich vocabulary in  VIPERs 
lessons 

Choice of texts in English linked to 
subject specific learning 

Spelling programme enhancing pupils’ 
vocabulary and word knowledge 

Historical/Geographical/Scientific 
vocabulary revisited  

Voice 21 Oracy project: discussion 
based learning embedded within the 
curriculum lessons 

Book corners and library use being 
encouraged alongside reading scheme 

Creative writing that uses the lan-
guage that has been magpied from 
the sharing of rich texts 

Core subjects focus of morning     
timetable and all subjects being taught 
and integrated into the timetable to 
ensure a broad and balanced curricu-
lum. 

Black History month 

Level of challenge in curriculum used to 
extend the more able 

All pupils enabled to access the      
curriculum, making links in their 
knowledge through scaffolded tasks as 
required. 

Links are made between subjects in 
order to make retention of knowledge 
more “sticky” and meaningful. 

Preparation for life’s journey through 
Kindness, Perseverance and Success  

Extra-curricular clubs that cater for a 
wide range of interests from YR to Y6 
and respond to children’s interests 

Broad curriculum to engage all learners 

Trips and visitors that enhance the 
level of engagement and understanding 
in pupils’ learning. 

Forest School 

Competitions within and across schools 
in sports and other areas of interest: 
chess, maths, poetry and others  

Provide experiences to perform both in 
and out of school  

Celebrations of our school community  

Enterprise experience  

 

Year group specific opportunities 

Magpie books to collate new vocabu-
lary 

Presenting work orally, using skills 
learnt in the Oracy 21 project 

High quality texts including The 
Dragon Machine, Stone Age Boy, The-
seus and the Minotaur, Hercules 

 Residential to Laches Wood 

Trip to the Church (Christmas Service)  

Museum box hire  

House cross country (represent school) 

Science week  

Using tools in wood work at Laches 
Wood 


